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A new boson has been discovered last summet by ATLAS and CMS at LHC 

The discovery driven by bosonic channels 





no conclusive signal yet 

with higher statistics other channels investigated, e.g. 

local significance 2.9 σ	




Just the discovery of the Higgs boson is not sufficient to validate the  
minimal version of the Higgs sector as implemented in the SM 

The next step is to address many questions: 
- spin 
- parity 
- how many 
- elementary or composite 
- strength and tensor structure of couplings  
- implications for BSM physics 
........ 

Rich physics programme for years to come ! 



Here we want to exploit taus in the final state  
              as a diagnosis tool for spin 

     EPJC (2013) 73;2313    (arXiv:1212.2873) 

Comparative study between spin-0 and spin-2 nature of a state X 

 using spin correlations and decay product directions   

with S. Banerjee, W. Kotlarski, T. Przedzinski and Z. Was 



TauSpinner algorithm:   re-weighting technique 
         use the existing sample of simulated MC events 
         supply matrix element for ‘new state/process’ 
         calculate weight 
         recycle events                   

  allows to avoid intensive simulation of independent samples 

  has been successfully applied for measurement of tau polarization in  

and  decays 



We extend TauSpinner by implementing contributions from a state X    

implemented and tested 

implemented, needs testing 

under construction V V → γ/Z/X → τ+τ−

qq̄ → γ/Z/X → τ+τ−

gg → H/X → τ+τ−



we treat the spin-2 state X of mass ~ 125 GeV as a low-energy signature of  
some unspecified high-energy completion of the model   

effective Lagrangian for spin-2 interacting with fermions 

propagator  

assumed 

dim-4 

dim-5 

qq̄ → γ/Z/X → τ+τ−



new terms from spin-2 state X:       
            the same tau spin correlations as for 

            different angular distribution  

γ/Z

~ 

+ interference with  γ/Z

∼ a(1 + cos θ)2 + b(1− cos θ)2
dσγ/Z

d cos θ

dσX

d cos θ



Spin sensitive observables 

sensitivity enhanced by flipping the sign of  
whenever the momentum vector sum of of visible tau daughters 
is aligned with the negative z-axis  

cos(θ∗)

cos(θ∗�) sensitive to the spin of  Z/H/X



no cuts Mτ+τ− = 125± 3 GeV

on truth MC level 



Z/H/X

no cuts Mτ+τ− = 125± 3 GeV

on truth MC level 

comparison  for  



Test for spin of  Z/H/X

with semi-realistic selection criteria 

       of visible tau daughters > 20 GeV and |rapidity|<2.5 

          > 20 GeV 

   

   cos(opening angle) > - 0.9 

  difference in azimuth < 2.9 

                 in a window centered around the resonance    

< 50 GeV 



for  discriminating  Z/H/X



Possible future developments  

2-jets 

X
W/Z 

W/Z X 

W W 

VBF VX 

in VBF spin of X can be inferred from spectator jets  

Djouadi, Godbole, Mellado, Mohan 
Phys.Lett.B723 (2013)307 

using decay channel                          would provide a consistency check  X → τ+τ−



Other possible applications of taus: 

B0
d/s → τ+τ−

in both processes  tau polarization very sensitive to  
                non-standard contributions  



If you have any other proposals for using 
taus, new processes of interest etc, we are 
looking forward to implement them into 
TauSpinor 


